Abstract-Debate has been raging on the relative merits of Ultra Wide Band (UWB) and 802.11 as the technology of choice to achieve high speed wireless networking. The comparisons have focused on the single-link rate versus range issues. However, in real world applications, these radios will operate in a networking environment with significant interference effects. The interference handling capabilities of these two radios are drastically different due to their dramatically opposite power-bandwidth trade-offs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The vision of ubiquitous high-speed wireless networking has received recent impetus through two significant developments. The first is the well documented V/LAN (Wireless Local Area Network) revolution, that began with the IEEE 802.1 lb standard and has met with phenomenal success in various successive versions. Today a 'Wi-Fi' card, a generic term for any of the 802.1 I albg or upcoming 802.1 In standards, is a standard component of most personal computers. The 802.11 based wireless standards have been designed for such WLAN applications, where an Access Point (AP) services the needs of multiple users (Wi-Fi cards) connected to it. Thus, IEEE 802.11 based Wi-Fi products are currently providing wireless internet access within the local area, such as home, office, and campus, at high data rates (e.g., 54Mbps with 802.1la [1] ). The operational bands are unlicensed, one of the reasons for the mass proliferation of these devices.
The second development is the FCC's (Federal Communications Commission) regulation in 2002 [2] , that make the commercial use of UV/B radios legal. This regulation, which allows unlicensed operation over a large bandwidth, is also a turning point in the legacy policy of separate licensed bands.
UV/B devices operating over such a large bandwidth can potentially achieve high data rates greater than 100 Mbps, over This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under awards CNS-0347455 and CNS-0520153, and by Samsung Electronics.
short link distance in the range of 1 -lOm [3] . The immediate application of UV/B is thought to be in the V/PAN (Wireless Personal Area Network) space, such as for home networks or cable replacement around a personal computer. Thus the vast market space of consumer electronics is expected to be opened to the high-speed wireless revolution. The recently disbanded IEEE 802.15.3a task group was an attempt at standardization of UV/B, while products in the form of silicon implementation of the radio are already available.
Thus, each of these technologies seems to be developed to service its own distinctive networking application; UWB for WPAN and 802.11 for WLAN. While UV/B as a WPAN technology is characterized by low power, high rate and short range (link distance), 802.11 as a V/LAN technology trades off some rate and power for a larger range. However a distinction between applications of choice amongst these technologies is unclear, since a user could utilize either access technology for a chosen application. The argument in favor of UV/B is substantiated by low power consumption and higher rate, while the counter from the 802.11 perspective is the higher range and imminent improved data rates, in future versions such as 802.1 In [4] . To clarify this question, comparisons between the UWB and 802.11 PHY (physical layer) have been considered in [5] , [6] . These papers compare UWB and 802.11 from the viewpoint of data rate versus range trade-off. Probable future enhancements and some practical issues have also been noted [6] , [7] , [8] , in the context of a PHY-level comparison of the two technologies.
Whereas issues, such as cost and regulatory policy, have to be considered in determining which technology should be chosen in a real world scenario, in this paper, we focus on a capacity comparison of UV/B and 802.11. However, even from a capacity perspective, the purely PHY-level comparisons in previously published research, are insufficient to determine the true performance of these systems. The reason is that in WPAN and WLAN applications, there exist multiple links in sufficient proximity, so as to cause significant interference to each other. In the home 802.11 WLAN case, each AP may be associated with multiple computers and there are multiple AP's in neighboring houses. In the UV/B WPAN scenario, each individual user's wireless links (e.g. keyboard to mobile phone) will interfere with each other. With the proliferation of these unlicensed devices, interference between devices (possibly belonging to different users) will become an increasingly important factor in determining the performance of a PHY technology.
Thus, given that both 802.11 and UWB will be used in a network with possible interference, rather than as a stand-alone link, the natural question to ask is, (Key question :) "What is the relative performance of UWB and 802.11 in a wireless networking environment?"
The answer to this question is not as straight-forward as one may think. Consider that at a certain range, 802.11 may have a higher single-link rate than UWB, if it operates in isolation, because of a higher transmit power. However, if there are multiple interfering links at the same range, it is possible that UWB performs better than 802.11, because UWBV's wider bandwidth bestows it superior interferencehandling capability. An initial network-level comparison was shown in [9] , by utilizing parameters such as peak data rate, number of channels, and range for the two technologies. However, a detailed consideration of interference was absent from that preliminary analysis. We argue that UWB and 802.11 have very different mechanisms to handle interference, due to their drastically different power versus bandwidth trade-off. Hence their relative performance cannot be determined from a purely parameter-based comparison. Answering the key question requires a detailed evaluation, involving the networking functionalities of scheduling (or medium access control) and power adaptation, so that the interference handling capabilities of both technologies come into play.
In this paper, a network-level comparison of UWB and 802.11 is presented, by utilizing our recently developed optimization-theoretic scheduling and power adaptation framework [10], [11] . Our approach does not assume any apriori scheduling scheme, and hence, allows the true interference handling capabilities of each PHY technology to come into play in a network environment. This network-centric framework is flexible -the various parameters of each PHY technology may be chosen on the basis of published data. The network topology simulated attempts to model home and office WLAN's and WPAN's. Our results demonstrate that in a networking environment, UWB outperforms 802.11 over a higher range than is to be expected from a pure PHYlevel comparison. This is because, as alluded to earlier, UWB operating at a low SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio), suffers much less performance degradation due to interference, than 802.11 which is operating at a relatively higher SNR. Further, using the same framework, we explore the sensitivity of our results to possible regulatory changes, that may alter the bandwidth and power limits for the two technologies.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the differing PHY properties and parameters of UWB and 802.11 are presented, along with a purely PHY-level comparison of these technologies. In Section III, after a brief review of our optimization framework for wireless networks, the network-level performance of UWB and 802.11 is compared on the basis of our framework. In Section IV, changes in regulations, as well as possible rate, power adaptation issues are discussed. Finally, conclusions are presented.
II. SINGLE-LINK (PURE PHY) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We begin by describing the particular versions of 802.11 and UWB that we will compare. This choice is based on a prevalent standard for 802.11 (i.e., 802.1 la) and the 802.15.3 task group proposal for UWB (which is within the guidelines of the US FCC.) Since these are dominant specifications for their respective technologies, we believe that this represents a fair comparison between 802.11 and UWB. We choose typical values for various parameters, and demonstrate the efficacy of our framework in distinguishing network-level and PHY-level performance. However, our framework and the basic trend of our results will be applicable to other variations in the parameter values also.
802.1 la for home and office environments typically uses one among the 4 non-overlapping channels, each of 20 MHz, in the lower 5 GHz UNII (Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure) band [1], with a peak power limit of 40 mW. In contrast, UWB is allowed a total bandwidth of 7.5GHz at a -41.3dBm/MHz PSD (Power Spectral Density) limit, resulting in a total power of 0.56mW [2] . Thus, UWB has significantly lower power, but a much larger bandwidth as compared to 802.11. This dramatic difference between the fundamental PHY parameters (power and bandwidth) results in these two radios having drastically different PHY properties [5] Figure 1 shows the singlelink performance, in terms of data rate versus range for these two PHY's. 54 Mbps (the maximum rate specified in 802.1 la standard) is plotted together as a reference. At lower ranges UWB outperforms 802.11a, but as range increase the UWB data rate decreases faster than that of 802.11a. Therefore, at higher ranges, 802.11 a significantly outperforms UWB. The same trend is observed in the free-space case (Figure 2 ), even though the UWB data rate graph is less steep due to the smaller value of a.
The dramatic deterioration of data rate with range in UWB is caused by its low power. This can be seen by considering formula for achievable data rate W log(1 + Ns ). UWB operates in the low SNR regime (SNR = w) because of its low received power S and large bandwidth W. In the low SNR regime, the achievable data rate is well-approximated by NSF [12] . Thus, as range r increases, UWB data rate varies proportional to the path loss r-, with the path loss exponent a. For a = 3.0 (for example), the decrease in data rate with r is clearly rapid. In contrast, 802.11a operates at a significantly higher SNR, because of its lower bandwidth and higher power. In this bandwidth-constrained system, the data rate is proportional to log(1 + S), and thus, varies as log(1 + r-'). Therefore, UWB data rate falls much more rapidly with distance compared to 802.11 la. In fact, based on the typical parameters we have chosen, UWB data rate dips below that of 802.1 la whenever range r > 3.7 m (Figure . Thus, when a realistic channel environment is considered, UWB appears to be a better choice of technology (from a capacity-perspective) than 802.1 la, only for short range applications. This single-link (pure PHY) comparison supports the argument that UWB should be used for WPAN's and 802.1 la for WLAN's. However, in a realistic environment, these radios will operate in an networking scenario, in the presence of interference from other users. Does our conclusion on their relative performance, based on a single-link comparison, hold up in a networking scenario? The next section will attempt to answer this key question.
III. COMPARISON OF NETWORK PERFORMANCE
The single-link comparison in Section II, is not sufficient to evaluate the potential of the PHY technologies in a realistic networking environment. In this section, we compare the performance of networks employing UWB and 802.11 as the underlying PHY, by applying a formal optimization approach to solve a networking problem. The performance results here will be shown to be different from the results in the single-link approach of Section II.
First, the essential elements of the formal network optimization framework, developed by us in [10] , are reviewed in Section III-A. Next the detailed algorithmic solutions are outlined in Section III-B. These algorithms are then applied to the specific networks of interest, in Section III-C, and the simulation results discussed. PHY model. We have previously developed an optimization framework for the general non-convex problem of wireless network scheduling in [10] , and presented an algorithmic solution for the same. This network optimization framework is briefly reviewed below (details are in [10] ) with an emphasis on its utility in comparing the UWB and 802.1 la PHY's.
We consider a network of multiple links with an arbitrary topology in a certain area. The resources to be scheduled are assumed to be frequency slots (of arbitrary width), and the power utilized by every link in every slot. The division of the total bandwidth W into multiple subbands and the power transmitted by the links in each subband defines the functions of the scheduling and power adaptation respectively. Note that the formulation could be presented equivalently with time-slots rather than frequency subbands, or with any other partition of the time-frequency plane. Routing is not considered, since we assume that a typical V/LAN and WPAN application will require a single-hop network. The chosen objective function is the max-min rate, which is motivated by a consideration of fairness amongst the links. Thus, by representing the transmission powers in a matrix P and the fractional subband vector as f, the scheduling problem is to maximize -y, the minimum link rate across all links in the network. Formally, Schedule: max a { M,y,f,p I subject to eTf = 1, f > 0, DP e < praxe P > 0
Be > -ye. (1)
Here, M is the number of subbands. The row and column indices of P represent the corresponding link and subband, respectively, and thus the (i,j)th element p, of P is the transmission power of link i in subband m. A transmission power limit of pmax is imposed on each node (3), because each row of the matrix D adds up the powers of all links emanating from the corresponding node (transmitter). 
f > 0 1 (8) (9) (10) Note that the key step of enumerating all possible power vectors and corresponding link rate vectors, allowed us to transform the original hard non-convex problem Schedule into an equivalent LP, PrimalilP. The normalized power matrix Q and its corresponding link rate matrix C have an infinite number of columns and so the optimization problem remains hard. However, the LP form is insightful since the well-known duality principle can now be applied, to transform Primal lP into an equivalent dual LP form [18] as below. Dual-LP: min( x , ,\qV (5) This assumes that each link operates below Shannon capacity by a gap F, and is consistent with the PHY model in Section II. Note that the total interference seen by a link has been considered and is modeled as Gaussian. The difference in the interference handling capabilities of PHY's will be reflected in the relative effect, of the noise fmNOW and interference terms >j3, p7gji, on the link rate (5). Thus, the parameters WI pmax, as well as the total interference are considered in our model in this generic framework.
The assumption throughout (admittedly ideal) is that there is no mobility or fading in the network, so that channel gains, gii for signal and gij for interference, are constant. 
where the variables A, > 0 and Aq > 0 are the dual variables corresponding to the constraints (9) and (10), respectively. The dual problem consists of a series of subproblems, each of which involves computing 1* for particular Ac, Aq. Computing 1* requires determining an optimal power vector among all possible q > 0. The form of I *, as the difference between weighted-sum capacity and weighted-sum powers in a specific sub-band, shows that it is analogous to an 'weighted independent set problem', as opposed to the original multiband scheduling and power adaptation problem (7) which is similar to 'graph coloring'. This subproblem is a critical component of the algorithmic solution described next.
T T Using the LP formulation and the dual analysis result, an iterative interior point algorithm that generates the solution to PrimalLP was developed in [ 10], [ 11] . This algorithm is summarized next.
B. Algorithms
On the basis of the LP formulation, a logarithmic barrier function [18] (a convex function including penalty terms from the constraints) is defined and maximized by the interior point algorithm developed in [10] , [11] . Due to the LP nature of the formulation, the partial derivative of the logarithmic barrier function with respect to fm is the objective value of the dual subproblem 1*, for q,m, with the appropriate dual variable estimates [10] , [18] . Thus, if the dual subproblem is solved, the solution in each iteration (a chosen normalized power vector q* for a single subband), may be utilized to identify a descent direction. The solution to PrimalLP may then be constructed by the multiple power vectors obtained by solving I iteratively, i.e. by moving towards the optimal along the successive descent directions. The algorithm provides a specified accuracy c C (0,1), such that the achieved max-min rate is at least (1 -e) times the optimum value.
Note that the objective function in the subproblem 1* is determined by the relation between the link rates C and the powers assigned to the various links Q. In the general case, this is defined by the non-convex logarithmic function as in (5) and renders 1* to be a hard non-convex problem. However in certain limiting situations the problem may be simplified. e.g., in the limiting UWB case with W -> oc, the logarithmic function reduces to a linear function and so I* is now a simple linear problem. A specific PHY, such as UWB, has specific values of the parameters in (5), such as W, and hence results in a particular 1*. Variations on the assumed PHY may also be incorporated into 1*. An assumed PSD limit in the UWB case, as noted in Section II, may be converted to a constraint on the possible values of q. Since qm is the normalized power (technically normalized PSD in the case of frequency-slotting) (6), setting qi < 1 imposes a PSD constraint. This is because if q7m < 1, then from (6), p' < fm * prax. Thus, setting pnax to the total power limit imposed by the PSD limit, i.e., -41.3dBm/MHz times the bandwidth W, ensures that the PSD in each subband is below the limit. This PSD limit constraint will be used for solving the UWB PHY scheduling problem.
Thus I reflects the effect of the PHY (through parameters such as W), on the hardness of the network scheduling problem and the resultant solutions. Hence it is important to efficiently solve this subproblem in order to solve the network scheduling problem. Unfortunately, the exact solution to this subproblem still requires an infinite number of evaluations of the objective function for all possible q. Unlike the primal problem, however, this dual subproblem is in a more structured form allowing efficient heuristic approaches. So a computationally efficient heuristic is developed to find a suboptimal q. This heuristic method, sequentially selects links that maximize the incremental contribution to the objective function 'm at each stage. Assume that k links have been chosen and it is required to select the (k + l)th link. The heuristic compares the maximum values of the objective function for all remaining n -k candidate links, where n is the number of links in the network. The maximum value of the objective function for each candidate link is calculated while keeping the powers of the previously chosen k links unchanged. Choosing a large power will increase the rate of the link to be added but reduce the capacity of other links due to interference. Thus, this is a maximization problem with a single variable, i.e., the power of the candidate link, and will result in the best choice of link and the corresponding power. The addition of links is stopped when the objective function decreases for all remaining candidate links. This methodology is suboptimal since it does not consider all possible subsets of links and their associated optimal powers. However it requires a low computational complexity in the order of n 2. The high accuracy of this heuristic was verified in sample cases [19] . Thus, we have an efficient heuristic for the subproblem, on the basis of which the general network scheduling problem may be solved for any PHY. Next, the network-level performance of UWB and 802.11 is evaluated by applying the described optimization algorithm. C. Simulation results -UWB vs. 802.11 for WLAN & WPAN In this section, the network-level performance of UWB and 802.1 la with parameters chosen in Section II is investigated by utilizing the optimization framework and algorithms described.
In the UWB PHY case, a PSD limit constraint is applied to the subproblem 1*. Further two different bandwidths are considered; W = 1.5 GHz representing the low band (or Mode 1) operation [3] and W = 7.5 GHz representing the full band operation. Similarly, for 802.1 la, W is chosen to be 20 MHz for the 1 channel case and 80 MHz for the optimistic case of total bandwidth usage. The corresponding cases of partial and full-bandwidth usage in UWB and 802.11a make a relevant and fair comparison. In the 802.11a case, frequency-slotting with peak power constraint of pmax = 40 mW is used.
The network topology chosen for the comparison of UWB and 802.1 la is a grid of square cells as shown in Figure 3 . This topology models the house/office WLAN's and desk area WPAN's, where each cell represents a house or a desk area. In each occupied cell, one transmitter (denoted by a small square) is located at the center and two receivers (denoted by circles) From the singlelink analysis we already know that it is only at low range (i. e., link distance < 3.7 m) that UWB outperforms 802.1 la, while in the described network scenario, the answer is unclear.
As the proliferation of wireless devices increases, the number of users and hence devices in a given area will increase. This growth in usage has already been observed in the case of 802.11 WLAN's, where the number of houses using WLAN is rapidly growing. This effect of increasing number of houses using V/LAN will result in increasing interference and with sufficient density may cause a significant performance degradation. To model this effect of increasingly dense space utilization by the wireless devices, we vary the number of occupied cells in the grid. The occupied cells spread out evenly in the grid of 64 cells. As shown in Figure 3 framework. Thus, we have specified the necessary details of the model used in the optimization framework of Section III-A, including PHY parameters and the network topology. The algorithms developed in Section Ill-B are then simulated for these various sample networks.
In the single-link case (Figure 1) , the metric was link data rate, a PHY concept. In the network case, the metric is the max-min rate -*. Figures 4, 5, 6 are the plots of the obtained * as a function of cell size parameter d, for occupancies of 4, 16, 64, respectively. Each of these figures compares the two cases: Mode 1 UWB versus 1-channel 802.11a, and full mode UWB versus 4-channel 802.1 la. As in the singlelink case, the * of a UWB network is characterized by a steeper slope than that of the 802.1 la network, and so performs worse than 802.11a when d increases to a sufficiently large value. However, the interesting feature to note is the cell size at which the cross-over between their performance occurs, since that will determine which PHY should be used in which applications.
Consider the low band UWB versus 1-channel 802.11a comparison in Figure 4 . The value of d, at which their plots cross is 11 m. i.e., UV/B networks outperform 802.11a networks if the cell edge length is less than 11 m. This is much higher than the corresponding range (link distance) of 3.7 m for the single-link case. In the comparison between full band UWB (7.5 GHz) and 802.1la using 4 channels (80 MHz), UWB Fig. 8 . Average number of transmitting links per slot better only for very short range WPAN applications. Thus, in the presence of interference, UV/B's performance is better than 802.1 la over a wider range of scenarios. This difference in network performance becomes even more evident with free-space path loss model. In free-space (Figure 7) , UWB outperforms 802.1 la up to d -60 m extending the range over which UWB is superior, to more than 5 times of 10.8 m in the single-link case (Figure 2) .
In order to compare the network-level performance of UV/B with different versions of the 802.11 standard, the case of 802.11g was simulated and plotted in Figure 7 . 802.11g is a high data rate (similar to 802.1 la) LAN technology ensuring the backward compatibility with 802.1 lb operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM (Industrial, Scientific, and Medical) band. Thus, 802.1lg uses 83 MHz in 2.4 GHz ISM band with higher transmission power (up to 1 W). Since the center frequency is lower than 802.11a, the path loss is less, i.e., Lo = 40 dB (Lo = 46.4 dB in 802.1la). Due to this higher power and lower path loss, it is known that 802.1 Ig has much larger range of operation than 802.11 a. However, even with this much higher power and lower path loss of 802.1 Ig, it turns out that UWB still outperforms 802.1 Ig over a large range in a networking environment with interference.
As demonstrated in figures 5, 6, as the cell occupancy increases (to 16 and to 64 respectively), UV/B low band (1.5 GHz) outperforms 802.1 la 1 channel case, whenever d < 15, 20 m, respectively. For the full mode comparison, the range of d is even larger than this. Also, from figures 4, 5, 6, we observe that the max-min rate * of 802.11a decreases by a factor of more than 10 as cell occupancy increases from 4 to 64, while in the UVB case, * reduces much less (especially with d = 20, the reduction is less than half). Thus, as the number of occupied cells increases (i.e., as the network becomes denser), UV/B is the PHY of choice over a larger range of link distance. We conclude that as wireless devices proliferate, from a performance viewpoint, UWB may be the better choice for even WLAN applications.
The relative network performance of UV/B and 802.11a
is clearly different compared to the single-link case. The drastically opposing power-bandwidth trade-offs of the two technologies is the clear reason for this difference. UWB with very large bandwidth (a few GHz) and low-power (less than 1 mW) operates at a very low received SNR. With such a large bandwidth, thermal noise is dominant over most of the received interference, and so, the effect of interference is low. In contrast, in the high SNR 802.1 la case, interference is dominant, and so, many separate subbands are required to separate the proximal links in the network. Therefore, UWB allows a significantly more aggressive frequency reuse in a network, resulting in a larger range of scenarios over which UWB is the PHY of choice.
To quantify this intuition, that UWB has superior interference handling capability and a higher frequency reuse, we consider the average number of operational links per subband (EZfm * numm) in Figure 8 . Here, numm is the number links scheduled in subband m. Note that with increasing cell occupancy, UV/B is able to accommodate more links per subband, due to its superior interference handling capability, whereas 802.1 la does not see a significant change. Thus, we confirm that increasing network density is handled by UV/B through more efficient frequency reuse than 802.1la.
From figures 4, 5, 6, we can also note that bandwidth affects both of these two systems in a similar manner. In both cases, link rate is approximately proportional to the bandwidth. In the UV/B case, an increase in bandwidth from 1.5 GHz to 7.5 GHz results in a proportional increase in power, because the PSD is constant. Therefore, the approximately-linear dependance of rate on power in the UV/B case implies that the link rate increases proportional to bandwidth. In the 802.1 la case, an increase in bandwidth from the 1-channel to the 4-channel case results in a proportional rate increase, since bandwidth affects the link rate almost linearly in high SNR regime.
In summary, a network-centric approach demonstrates that the ranges for which UV/B has better performance than 802.1 la is significantly larger than is to be expected from a single-link analysis. This is due to the difference in the capabilities of these two technologies in handling interference. In the next section, we explore the effect of possible regulatory changes and also implementation issues that may affect the network performance of UWB and 802.11 . This will also demonstrate the flexibility and utility of our network optimization approach.
IV. EXPLORING "WHAT IFS?"
Having shown that UV/B has a superior potential as a PHY technology for not only WPAN but also V/LAN scenarios (the main result presented in the previous section), in this section, we study the effects of possible regulatory changes on PHY parameters such as bandwidth W and power prax' and the implementation issue of power and rate adaptation, from a network perspective. Our flexible network framework can easily accommodate such variations in the PHY.
A. Effect of regulatory changes
To meet the increasing data rate demands of applications, the US FCC has been updating its regulations, resulting in new systems or improved versions of existing systems. Possible regulatory changes in the future may include increase in the permitted power of transmission or increased bandwidth -UWB,d=20 First, the effect of power (or PSD) limit change is studied. Power limits in 802.11 (equivalently, PSD limits in UWB) which are factors of 0.5,1, 2 of the original limits are considered. Table I shows the achieved max-min rate, * with these new limits. * of UWB increases almost linearly with increasing PSD limit (equivalently with total power). This is due to the approximately-linear relation between link rate and SNR in the low SNR regime. In contrast, i* of 802.1 la shows little improvement as power increases, because 802.1 la operates in the high SNR regime. These trends are similar to that observed in the corresponding single-link case for both PHY technologies.
Next, the effect of bandwidth change is considered by evaluating the performance with bandwidths equal to 0.5,1, 2 times the original. The obtained * is presented in Table II. For the UWB system, the PSD limit is scaled by the inverse of bandwidth change so as to retain the total power constant. This is to ensure that the effect of purely bandwidth change is considered. With this bandwidth change the performance of UWB does not alter significantly. This is because the bandwidths in the order of a few GHz are large enough to make the link capacity almost linear in the received SNR, i.e., link capacity -S/No. In contrast, * of 802.11a changes almost linearly with bandwidth. This is because 802.11 a is a high SNR system and hence the link capacity is almost linear in the bandwidth.
Thus, we note that for UWB systems, power is the critical resource, whereas for 802.11 systems, bandwidth is the critical resource. Hence, assuming that power and bandwidth are the available resources, future services requiring very high data rates of over 100 Mbps would be possible over the UWB PHY with a slightly higher PSD limit. However to achieve the same, 802.11 needs much larger bandwidth, a very scarce resource. Thus, this network-centric framework may be applied to judge the potential effects of regulatory change through their effect on the PHY parameters. B. Effect ofpower and rate adaptation on 802.11 performance In previous sections, we allowed both the UVWB and 802.11 PHY's to adapt their powers and rates of transmission, based on our scheduling heuristic. However, current 802.11 implementations typically fix the data rate of a link on the basis of received signal strength, without regard to interference. Furthermore, transmitters typically transmit at the maximum allowed power. In this section, we simulate the 802.11 a network, under the assumption that there is no power and/or rate adaptation. The results obtained will serve to quantify the performance loss caused by these particular choices of implementation.
In Section III-C, we noted that the network performance of 802.1 la was significantly affected by interference. Therefore, it would seem that transmitting the maximum power and/or fixing the rate of each link (with no adaptation to interference) would deteriorate the network performance significantly. In our idealized model in Section III-A, we assumed frequencyslotting, with power and rate adaptation. To achieve this, f was defined as the fractional frequency vector, qim could be chosen as any permissable value, and then the corresponding Cm was determined by qm. To model the restrictions in typical 802.1 la implementations, we impose certain limitations on the optimization framework and algorithmic solutions.
First, the CSMA/CA (Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) scheme of 802.11 is considered. It is essentially a time-slotted method to share the wireless medium, and so, we adopt time-slotting instead of frequency-slotting. We do not model the details of this MAC since we do not want the protocol inefficiency to bias the result. Consider a timeinterval of 1 unit, partitioned into several slots. fm is now considered as normalized time slot size rather than frequency subband size. pn is energy transmitted over time slot m rather than peak power. p7n/fm is therefore, the power in time slot m. Then the link rate formula (5) relates the power pn7/fm to the number of bits bim transmitted over time slot m. The constraint (3) is on the sum of pn, which is now total energy over a time interval of 1 unit, i.e., average power. Thus, pmax should be interpreted as an average (rather than peak) power constraint. This variation results in Schedule being the maxmin rate scheduling problem with time-slotting and average power constraint pmax qm was defined as pn /(f pmax), and so, is now interpreted as the power in slot m normalized by the average power limit pmax. Therefore, the fixed power (with rate adaptation) case can be simulated by restricting qim to take on only two possible values {0, 1} when solving the dual subproblem 1*. The fixed power and fixed rate case can be Fig. 9 . Effect of power and rate adaptation on 802.1 la network performance simulated by setting q, = 0 or 1 and setting the c, to a fixed value. The links that cannot achieve this fixed rate, due to interference, are not selected as operational links. These additional constraints on q and c, are applied by modifying the heuristic algorithm for the dual subproblem in Section III-B, and simulated to obtain the network performance.
We consider three different power and rate adaptation schemes. 'FP-AR' represents the fixed power and adaptive rate case. Both 'FP-FRMAX' and 'FP-FR54' are fixed power and fixed rate cases. In 'FP-FRMAX', each link transmits at the maximum rate that would be achieved in the absence of interference, while in 'FP-FR54', this maximum rate is capped to less than 54 Mbps, which is the maximum rate defined by the 802.1 la standard. Thus for 'FP-FRMAX' and 'FP-FR54', the data rate of a link is determined only by the received signal strength as in current 802.11 implementations. Figure  9 shows the ratio of the max-min rate in these cases to the max-min rate with power and rate adaptation, to quantify the loss of these sub-optimal implementations. Note that 'FP-AR', the fixed power but adaptive rate scheme, does not suffer from a significant performance loss. However fixing the rate of transmission causes a significant loss, as seen by the performance of 'FP-FRMAX' and 'FP-FR54'. Thus, power adaptation is not as critical as rate adaptation in improving the network performance of 802.1 la. Evidently the failure of links to meet their chosen link rate in the fixed rate case is the more critical scenario that must be carefully avoided.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper contributes to the ongoing debate on the relative merits of UWB and 802.11, by presenting a network-centric perspective on these technologies. This is in contrast to previous research, which has tended to compare both purely from a physical layer perspective. A formal network optimization algorithm was applied to realistic models of the UWB and 802.1 la physical layers. This allows the true capabilities of both physical layer technologies to be compared, without the inefficiencies of specific MAC protocols. The results demonstrated that UWB outperforms 802.1 la over a larger range, than to be expected from a single-link comparison. Thus, in real world scenarios UWB may be the better choice for home and office WLAN's in addition to WPAN's. The flexible framework and algorithm were applied to variations in the physical layer, including regulatory changes, demonstrating important network effects of the physical layer. In particular, it was shown that 802.11 performance dramatically improves with increasing bandwidth, while UWB performance dramatically improves with increasing power. Thus, a formal network analysis was shown to be essential in evaluating the performance of various wireless technologies and a method to achieve this was demonstrated.
